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Abstract

Recent work in sentiment analysis has begun to apply fine-grained semantic distinctions between expressions of attitude as features for
textual analysis. Such methods, however, require the construction of large and complex lexicons, giving values for multiple sentiment-
related attributes to many different lexical items. For example, a key attribute is what type of attitude is expressed by a lexical item;
e.g., beautiful expresses appreciation of an object’s quality, while evil expresses a negative judgement of social behavior. In this
paper we describe a method for the automatic determination of complex sentiment-related attributes such as attitude type and force,
by applying supervised learning to WordNet glosses. Experimental results show that the method achieves good effectiveness, and is
therefore well-suited to contexts in which these lexicons need to be generated from scratch.

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen a growing interest in non-topical
text analysis, in which characterizations are sought of the
opinions, feelings, and attitudes expressed in a text, rather
than just of the topics the text is about. A key type of non-
topical text analysis is sentiment analysis, which includes
several important applications such as sentiment classifica-
tion, in which a document is labelled as a positive (“thumbs
up”) or negative (“thumbs down”) evaluation of a target
object (film, book, product, etc.), and opinion mining, in
which text mining methods are used to find interesting and
insightful correlations between writers’ opinions. Imme-
diate applications include market research, customer rela-
tionship management, and intelligence analysis.

Critical to sentiment analysis is identifying useful fea-
tures for the semantic characterization of the text. At the
lexical level, most work on sentiment analysis has relied
on either raw “bag-of-words” features from which stan-
dard text classifiers can be learned, or “semantic orienta-
tion” lexicons (Turney and Littman, 2003), which classify
words as positive or negative (possibly with a weight), and
on the use of those categories as a basis for analysis. Re-
cent work, however, has started to apply more complex se-
mantic taxonomies to sentiment analysis, either by devel-
oping more complex lexicons (Taboada and Grieve, 2004;
Whitelaw et al., 2005) or by applying multiple text classi-
fiers (Wilson et al., 2004) using supervised learning.

Both approaches present practical difficulties—
supervised learning requires extensive text annotation,
while developing lexicons by hand is also very time-
consuming. The purpose of this paper is to explore the use
of (semi-)supervised learning techniques to “bootstrap”
semantically complex lexicons of terms with sentimental
valence. Previous applications of such lexicons to senti-
ment analysis (Taboada and Grieve, 2004; Whitelaw et al.,
2005) have used the framework of Martin and White’s
(2005) Appraisal Theory, developed for the manual
analysis of evaluative language. This framework assigns
several sentiment-related features to relevant lexical
items, including orientation (Positive or Negative),
attitude type (whether Affect, Appreciation of inherent
qualities, or Judgement of social interactions), and force
of opinion expressed (Low, Median, High, or Max). Such
challenging multi-dimensional analysis can allow more
subtle distinctions to be drawn than can just classifying

terms as Positive or Negative.
We examine here the extent to which such a lexicon can

be learned automatically, starting from a core (manually-
constructed) lexicon of adjectives and adverbs. We apply
a variant of a technique (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005) origi-
nally developed for classifying words as Positive or Neg-
ative based on dictionary glosses. Experiments show that
this variant works well for detecting attitude type and force
as defined in Appraisal Theory.

After a brief overview of relevant aspects of Appraisal
Theory (Sec. 2.), we describe our method for the automatic
classification of lexical items by attitude type (Sec. 3.).
Section 4. presents our experimental setup and results, fol-
lowed by a brief overview of related work (Sec. 5.), and by
concluding remarks (Sec. 6.).

2. Appraisal Theory
Appraisal Theory is a systemic-functional approach to an-
alyzing how subjective language is used to express an atti-
tude of some kind towards some target (Martin and White,
2005). Appraisal theory models appraisal as comprising
three main linguistic systems: “Attitude”, which distin-
guishes different kinds of attitudes that can be expressed
(including Attitude Type and Orientation); “Amplifica-
tion”, which enables strengthening or weakening such ex-
pression (including Force and Focus); and “Engagement”,
which conveys different possible degrees of commitment
to the opinion expressed (including identification and re-
lation of the speaker/writer to the source of an attributed
evaluation). Previous application of Appraisal Theory to
sentiment analysis (Taboada and Grieve, 2004; Whitelaw
et al., 2005) has focused on three key components:

Attitude Type specifies the type of appraisal being ex-
pressed as one of Affect, Appreciation, or Judge-
ment (with further sub-typing possible). Affect
refers to a personal emotional state (e.g., happy,
angry), and is the most explicitly subjective type
of appraisal. The other two options differentiate be-
tween the Appreciation of ‘intrinsic’ object proper-
ties (e.g., slender, ugly) and social Judgement
(e.g., heroic, idiotic). Figure 1 gives a detailed
view of the Attitude Type taxonomy, together with il-
lustrative adjectives.



Attitude Type
Appreciation

Composition
Balance: consistent, discordant, ...
Complexity: elaborate, convoluted, ...

Reaction
Impact: amazing, compelling, dull, ...
Quality: beautiful, elegant, hideous, ...

Valuation: innovative, profound, inferior, ...
Affect: happy, joyful, furious, ...
Judgment

Social Esteem
Capacity: clever, competent, immature, ...
Tenacity: brave, hard-working, foolhardy, ...
Normality: famous, lucky, obscure, ...

Social Sanction
Propriety: generous, virtuous, corrupt, ...
Veracity: honest, sincere, sneaky, ...

Figure 1: Options in the “Attitude Type” taxonomy, with
examples of appraisal adjectives from the base lexicon de-
scribed in Section 4.1..

Orientation determines whether the appraisal is Positive
or Negative (this has also been termed “semantic ori-
entation” or “polarity” in the sentiment analysis liter-
ature).

Force describes the intensity of the appraisal being ex-
pressed. Force may be realized via modifiers such
as very (increased force) or slightly (decreased
force), or may be realized lexically in a head word,
e.g., wonderful vs. great vs. good.

Little research to date has applied such schemes in a com-
putational context. Taboada and Grieve (2004) used a
small lexicon of adjectives manually classified for top-
level attitude type, expanded by a technique based on
pointwise mutual information (PMI) (Turney and Littman,
2003). Their analysis showed that different types of re-
view texts contain different amounts of each attitude type.
Whitelaw et al. (2005) further showed how using attitude
type, force and orientation, together with shallow pars-
ing of evaluative adjective groups, can improve sentiment-
based text classification. The current work explores how
a lexicon such as that used in that work can be learned in
a fully automatic fashion, concentrating on assigning the
correct attitude type and force to lexical items.

These semantic features are also related to other anal-
yses of term “value” or “sentiment” in the literature. Os-
good’s (1957) Theory of Semantic Differentiation delin-
eated three dimensions of affective meaning: “evaluative”,
i.e., Orientation; “potency”, referring to the strength of
feeling expressed; and “activity”, referring to how active or
passive an evaluation is. This was the basis for Kamps and
Marx’s (2002) analyses of affective meaning in WordNet.
Mullen and Collier (2004) estimated values for Osgood’s
three dimensions for adjectives in WordNet, by compar-
ing path lengths to appropriate pairs of anchor words (such
as good and bad) in WordNet’s synonymy graph, using
document-level averages of these values as input to SVMs
for sentiment classification.

Also relevant is the Lasswell Value Dictionary, as ap-
plied in the General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966). The
purpose there is to classify words as relating to various
basic “values”, such as wealth, power, respect, rectitude,
skill, enlightenment, affection, and wellbeing. Some of
these have parallels in Appraisal Theory (for example “rec-
titude”, which is similar to the attitude type of Social Sanc-
tion), while other Lasswell categories, such as “wealth” or
“enlightenment” appear unrelated to any Attitude Type.

3. Methodology

3.1. Semi-supervised learning of orientation
The method we use in this paper for determining the atti-
tude type and force of terms is inspired to the method pro-
posed by Esuli and Sebastiani (2005) for determining ori-
entation (called there “PN-polarity”). That method relies
on training, in a semi-supervised way, a binary classifier
that labels terms as either Positive or Negative. A semi-
supervised method is a learning process whereby only a
small subset L ⊂ Tr of the training data Tr are manually
labelled. In origin the training data in U = Tr − L are
instead unlabelled; it is the process itself that labels them,
automatically, by using L (with the possible addition of
other publicly available resources) as input. The method
starts from two small seed (i.e. training) sets Lp and Ln
of known Positive and Negative terms, respectively, and
expands them into the two final training sets Trp ⊃ Lp
and Trn ⊃ Ln by adding them new sets of terms Up and
Un found by navigating the WordNet (2.0) graph along the
synonymy and antonymy relations.

Perhaps more significant is the idea that terms are given
vectorial representations based on their WordNet glosses.
For each term ti in Tr ∪ Te (Te being the test set, i.e.
the set of terms to be classified), a textual representation
of ti is generated by collating all the glosses of ti as found
in WordNet1. Each such representation is converted into
vectorial form by standard text indexing techniques.

The idea is that terms of similar semantic types should
tend to have “similar” glosses: for instance, the glosses
of honest and intrepid will both contain positive
expressions, while the glosses of disturbing and
superfluous will both contain negative expressions.

Once the vectorial representations for all terms in Tr∪
Te have been generated, those for the terms in Tr are fed
to a supervised learner, which thus generates a binary clas-
sifier. This latter, once fed with the vectorial representa-
tions of the terms in Te, classifies each of them as either
Positive or Negative. Note that this method allows to
classify any term, independently of its POS, provided there
is a gloss for it in the lexical resource.

In this paper we adopt this gloss-based representation
method using the above described vectorial representations
to represent the terms of our lexicon.

3.2. Learning attitude type and force
Force is the simpler case here—we are faced with four cat-
egories, with each term belonging to exactly one of the
four. Since the categories (Low, Median2, High, and Max)
are ordered along a scale of value, deciding which one
applies to a given term is an ordinal regression problem.
However, for the time being we (suboptimally) assume the
problem is a 1-of-n classification problem (thereby disre-
garding the order among the categories), with n=4. We de-
fer the use of ordinal regression for this problem to future
work.

In determining attitude type, on the other hand, we are
essentially faced with eleven binary distinctions, each con-
sisting in determining whether the term belongs not to any
of the eleven fine-grained attitude types of Figure 1. Note
that in Appraisal Theory a term can have more than one
such attitude type (e.g. fair is labeled, in the base lexi-
con described in Section 4.1., with attitude types Quality,
Propriety, and Veracity)3. This means this is an at-least-

1In general a term ti may have more than one gloss, since it
may have more than one sense.

2Though Medium would be a more correct term in this scale,
Median is the term used by Martin and White (2005).

3Out of a total of 1855 terms in our lexicon, 192 have more
than one attitude type assigned.



1-of-n task, for n = 11, since we only work on terms that
carry appraisal, and which thus belong to at least one of
the attitude type classes. Note also that the eleven attitude
types are leaves in a hierarchy.

This also allows us, if desired, to apply a hierarchi-
cal classification method, whereby the structure of the hi-
erarchy is taken into account. Thus, in determining atti-
tude type we consider two alternative classification meth-
ods. The flat method simply ignores the fact that the cate-
gories are organized into a hierarchy and plainly generates
eleven independent binary classifiers Φ̂1, . . . , Φ̂11; each
such classifier Φ̂i is generated by using all the terms in Tri
as positive examples and all terms not belonging to Tri as
negative examples.

The hierarchical method is similar, but generates bi-
nary classifiers Φ̂j for each leaf and for each internal node.
For an internal node cj , as the set of positive training ex-
amples, the union of the sets of positive training examples
of its descendant categories is used. For each node cj (be it
internal or leaf), as the set of negative examples we use the
union of the positive training examples of its sibling cat-
egories (minus possible positive training examples of cj).
Both choices follow consolidated practice in the field of
hierarchical categorization (Esuli et al., 2006). At classi-
fication time, test terms are classified by the binary classi-
fiers at internal nodes, and only the ones that are classified
as belonging to the node percolate down to the lower lev-
els of the tree. The hierarchical method has the potential
advantage of using more specifically relevant negative ex-
amples for training.

Regarding the vectorial representations used for terms,
we collate all glosses for a given term into a single doc-
ument; note that only glosses of synsets having the cor-
rect POS (adjective or adverb) are considered (see Sec-
tion 4.3.). From the resulting documents we then remove
stop words, stem terms, and compute term weights by
cosine-normalized tfidf , a standard text indexing function
from the IR tradition.

4. Experiments
We examined the use of two base learners for this task:
(i) multinomial Naive Bayes, using Andrew McCallum’s
Bow implementation4, and (ii) (linear kernel) Support Vec-
tor Machines, using Thorsten Joachims’ SVMlight imple-
mentation 5. We also compared three possible classifica-
tion modes for combining binary classifiers for a multiple
labeling problem: (i) m-of-n, which may assign zero, one,
or several classes to the same test term; (ii) at-least-1-of-n,
a variant of m-of-n which always assigns one class when
m-of-n would assign no class; (iii) 1-of-n, which always
assigns exactly one class. Note that, from what we have
said in Section 3.2., the a priori optimal approaches for
classifying according to attitude type and force are (ii) and
(iii), respectively. However, we have run experiments in
which we test each of (i)-(iii) on both attitude and force.
There are several justifications for this; for instance, try-
ing (i) on attitude type is justified by the fact that forcing
at least one category assignment, as at-least-1-of-n does,
promises to bring about higher recall but lower precision,
and nothing guarantees that the balance will be favourable.
Suboptimal as some of these attempts may be a priori, they
are legitimate provided that we use the correct evaluation
measure for the task.

All experiments reported in this paper were evaluated
by running 10-fold cross validation on the eleven seed sets

4http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/˜mccallum/bow/
5http://svmlight.joachims.org/

Tr = {Tr1, . . . , T r11}. To guarantee that, for each of the
10 experiments, each category ci is adequately represented
both in the training and in the validation set, we split each
set Tri in 10 roughly equal parts, each of which is used in
turn as the validation set (stratified cross-validation).

4.1. The lexicon
The lexicon6 Tr has been constructed manually to give ap-
praisal attribute values for a large number of evaluative ad-
jectives and adverbs. Values for attitude type, orientation,
and force are stored for each term. The lexicon was built
starting with words and phrases given as examples for the
different appraisal options in (Martin and White, 2005),
finding more candidate terms and phrases using WordNet
and two online thesauri7. Candidates were then manu-
ally checked and assigned attribute values. Very uncom-
mon terms were automatically discarded, thus reducing the
amount of manual work required.

The attitude type dimension of the corpus is defined
by eleven different leaf categories, described in Section 2.,
each one containing 189 terms on the average (the maxi-
mum is 284 for Affect, the minimum is 78 for Balance);
every term is labelled by at least one and at most three cat-
egories (the average being 1.12). The hierarchy of the at-
titude taxonomy is displayed in Figure 1. Force comprises
four values in the corpus: Low (e.g., adequate), Me-
dian (e.g., good), High (e.g., awesome), and Max (e.g.,
best). Most (1464) entries in the corpus have Median
force, with 30 Low, 323 High, and 57 Max.

4.2. Evaluation measure
For evaluation we use the well-known F1 measure, defined
as the harmonic mean of precision (π) and recall (ρ):

π =
TP

TP + FP
(1)

ρ =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

F1 =
2πρ
π + ρ

=
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(3)

where TP stands for true positives, FP for false positives,
and FN for false negatives. Note that F1 is undefined
when TP + FP + FN = 0. However, in our lexicon
there is at least one positive example for each category,
thus TP + FN > 0 and F1 is always defined.

We compute both microaveraged F1 (denoted by Fµ1 )
and macroaveraged F1 (FM1 ). Fµ1 is obtained by (i) com-
puting the category-specific values TP (ci), FP (ci), and
FN(ci), (ii) obtaining TP as the sum of the TP (ci)’s
(same for FP and FN ), and then (iii) applying Equation 3.
FM1 is obtained by (i) computing the category-specific pre-
cision and recall scores π(ci) and ρ(ci), (ii) computing
F1(ci) values for the individual categories ci, applying
Equation 3, and (iii) computing FM1 as the unweighted
average of the category-specific values F1(ci); macroav-
eraged precision and macroaveraged recall (πM and ρM )
are computed similarly.

4.3. Results
We ran evaluations for all combinations of learning algo-
rithm (NB and SVM), classification model (flat and hierar-
chical), and classification method (m-of-n, at-least-1-of-n,

6Available at: http://lingcog.iit.edu/arc/
appraisal lexicon 2007b.tar.gz

7http://m-w.com and http://thesaurus.com



Table 1: Summary of averaged cross-validation results, showing microaveraged (πµ, ρµ, Fµ1 ) and macroaveraged (πM , ρM ,
FM1 ) statistics. Each row shows the average over all runs (see text) for given values for certain independent variables (such
as the learning algorithm, classification model, and so on), averaging over all others (indicated by –avg–). The baseline
trivial acceptor result is reported for comparison.

Dimension Algorithm Model Method POS πµ ρµ Fµ1 πM ρM FM1
attitude baseline n/a n/a n/a 0.086 1.000 0.158 0.085 1.000 0.155
attitude NB –avg– –avg– –avg– 0.320 0.397 0.332 0.362 0.376 0.305
attitude SVM –avg– –avg– –avg– 0.254 0.237 0.223 0.464 0.233 0.186
attitude –avg– flat –avg– –avg– 0.381 0.421 0.371 0.389 0.401 0.345
attitude –avg– hier –avg– –avg– 0.192 0.213 0.184 0.437 0.208 0.147
attitude –avg– –avg– m-of-n –avg– 0.334 0.222 0.237 0.509 0.225 0.207
attitude –avg– –avg– at-least-1-of-n –avg– 0.243 0.375 0.285 0.388 0.357 0.253
attitude –avg– –avg– 1-of-n –avg– 0.284 0.353 0.310 0.343 0.331 0.277
attitude –avg– –avg– –avg– Adj,Adv 0.286 0.318 0.277 0.411 0.305 0.245
attitude –avg– –avg– –avg– Adj,Adv,V 0.285 0.318 0.277 0.412 0.306 0.246
attitude –avg– –avg– –avg– Adj,Adv,N 0.289 0.317 0.279 0.417 0.303 0.247
attitude –avg– –avg– –avg– Adj,Adv,V,N 0.287 0.315 0.277 0.413 0.303 0.245
force baseline n/a n/a n/a 0.201 1.000 0.334 0.158 1.000 0.239
force NB n/a –avg– –avg– 0.585 0.732 0.634 0.281 0.614 0.352
force SVM n/a –avg– –avg– 0.586 0.498 0.499 0.662 0.214 0.187
force –avg– n/a m-of-n –avg– 0.755 0.759 0.757 0.501 0.404 0.305
force –avg– n/a at-least-1-of-n –avg– 0.591 0.806 0.661 0.476 0.487 0.288
force –avg– n/a 1-of-n –avg– 0.688 0.688 0.688 0.473 0.406 0.280
force –avg– n/a –avg– Adj,Adv 0.677 0.750 0.701 0.489 0.432 0.290
force –avg– n/a –avg– Adj,Adv,V 0.677 0.750 0.701 0.479 0.430 0.291
force –avg– n/a –avg– Adj,Adv,N 0.680 0.753 0.704 0.490 0.434 0.291
force –avg– n/a –avg– Adj,Adv,V,N 0.679 0.753 0.704 0.475 0.433 0.292

and 1-of-n); we also considered the effect of using glosses
from parts of speech other than adjectives and adverbs, to
see how stable our method is in the face of the ambiguity
introduced. For comparison we computed also F1 as ob-
tained by a trivial baseline consisting of the trivial accep-
tor8 classifier, which is the baseline classifier for the F1

measure. Table 1 summarizes our results, comparing the
effects of different values for each independent variable by
averaging over results for the other variables.
Attitude type: Here, best results are clearly achieved by
Naive Bayes; this result holds also for the non-averaged re-
sults of individual runs (omitted for lack of space). Surpris-
ingly, the flat classification model works noticeably better
than the hierarchical model, which may indicate that the
shared semantics of siblings in the taxonomy is not well-
represented in the WordNet glosses. Regarding classifica-
tion methods, while the m-of-n and at-least-1-of-n meth-
ods achieve the highest precision and recall, respectively,
the 1-of-n method achieves the best balance between the
two, as measured by F1—this may be explained by the
relatively low average ambiguity (1.12 – defined as the av-
erage number of categories per term) of the lexicon, which
makes this m-of-n task similar to an 1-of-n task. In prac-
tice, the higher recall method should probably be preferred,
since incorrect category assignments could be weeded out
at the text analysis stage. Finally, we note that including
glosses from POS other than those in the lexicon did not
appreciably change results.
Force: Here, as for attitude type, Naive Bayes dominates
for recall and F1, while SVMs achieve better precision.
Also similar is that at-least-1-of-n classification increases
recall at the expense of precision; 1-of-n, which is the
a priori optimal method for force, achieves slightly bet-
ter (macroaveraged) F1 than m-of-n, but the difference
is slight. More significant, however, is that micro- and
macroaveraged F1 are quite different for force, showing
that the majority category, Median, comprising 78% of

8A classifier which assigns every label to every document.

terms, is better classified than other classes, though results
still indicate that minority classes are being identified with
reasonable accuracy. Treatment of force in the future as an
ordinal regression problem may help with this issue.

In both cases the improvement in accuracy with respect
to the baseline is substantial, especially in terms of Fµ1 .

5. Previous Work
Most previous work dealing with the properties of terms
from the standpoint of sentiment analysis has dealt with
five main tasks:

1. Determining orientation: i.e., deciding if a given
Subjective term (i.e. a term that carries evaluative
connotation) is Positive or Negative.

2. Determining subjectivity: i.e., deciding whether a
given term has a Subjective or an Objective (i.e.
neutral, or factual) nature.

3. Determining the strength of term sentiment: i.e., at-
tributing degrees of positivity or negativity.

4. Tackling Tasks 1–3 for term senses; i.e., properties
such as Subjective, Positive, or Mildly Positive, are
predicated of individual term senses, taking into ac-
count the fact that different senses of the same am-
biguous term may have different sentiment-related
properties.

5. Tackling Tasks 1–3 for multiword terms: i.e., proper-
ties such as Subjective, Positive, or Mildly Positive
are predicated of complex expressions such as not
entirely satisfactory.

Concerning Task 1, the most influential work is probably
(Turney and Littman, 2003), who determine the orienta-
tion of subjective terms by bootstrapping from two (a Pos-
itive and a Negative) small sets of subjective “seed” terms.
Their method computes the pointwise mutual information
of the target term t with each seed term ti, as a measure of
their semantic association. PMI is a real-valued function,
and its scores can thus be used also for Task 3. Other ef-
forts at solving Task 1 include (Andreevskaia and Bergler,



2006; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005; Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown, 1997; Kamps et al., 2004; Kim and Hovy,
2004; Takamura et al., 2005).

Task 2 has received less attention than Task 1 in the
research community. Esuli and Sebastiani (2006a) show
it to be much more difficult than Task 1, by employ-
ing variants of the method by which they had obtained
state-of-the-art effectiveness at Task 1 (2005) and show-
ing that much lower performance can be obtained. Other
works dealing with this task are those of Andreevskaia and
Bergler (2006), Baroni and Vegnaduzzo (2004), Riloff et
al. (2003), and Wiebe (2000).

Task 4 has been addressed by Esuli and Sebastiani
(2006b) by applying a committee of independent classi-
fiers to the classification of each of the WordNet synsets.

The only work we are aware of on Task 5 is that of
Whitelaw et al. (2005), who developed a method for us-
ing a structured lexicon of appraisal adjectives and modi-
fiers to perform chunking and analysis of multi-word ad-
jectival groups expressing appraisal, such as not very
friendly, analysed as having Positive orientation, Pro-
priety attitude type, and Low force. Experimental results
showed that using such “appraisal groups” as features for
movie review classification improved sentiment classifica-
tion.

6. Conclusion
We have shown in this paper how information contained in
dictionary glosses can be exploited to automatically deter-
mine the type and force of attitudes expressed by terms.
These are challenging tasks, given that there are many
classes (four levels of force and eleven of attitude type).
We have used an adapted version of a method previously
applied to the simpler task of recognizing polarity (Esuli
and Sebastiani, 2005). Though effectiveness values from
experiments are not high in absolute value, the improve-
ment with respect to the baseline is relevant, showing the
feasibility of automatic construction of lexicons in which
a variety of sentiment-related attributes are attributed to
words for use in appraisal extraction and sentiment anal-
ysis. Future work will seek to improve the methods devel-
oped here by refining feature choice and processing from
glosses, as well as incorporating other sources of informa-
tion, such as collocations from large, general corpora.
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